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Abstract 

 

In the field of mobile telecommunication to meet demanding end user requirements in 
terms of quality of experience and service, different protocol specifications have been 
defined ranging from GSM to WCDMA and now LTE which includes LTE-Advanced. 
Specifications of these protocols are being revised on a frequent basis and thus bringing 
more challenges at development side. For the development teams, tracking and analyzing 
the cause of failure in protocol stacks is a daunting task and consumes valuable 
engineering resources where they have to use conventional debugging methods. One 
widely used conventional method till now is to generate logs and ask an expert to analyze 
and interpret issues against protocol specifications by scanning through hundreds of lines 
of traces. 

This master thesis describes an implementation of a Generic Log Analyzer which can 
ease the analysis of logs generated across the fields. The experiment to verify the validity 
of the log analyzer was done using two different log formats. The first one was a formal 
and consistent format and most of the information was coded. It was learned that the log 
analyzer can point out missing signals/messages from the scenarios in log files after 
decoding the log messages. Two scenarios were selected for formal file format, namely 
Mobile Originated Call and Mobile Terminated Call from 3GPP specifications. 

The second selected file format was informal and inconsistent because there was no 
standard defined format for log entries and one log file can have multiple types of 
message formats. It was learned that the log analyzer not only filtered out required 
messages but also reports problematic areas in the selected scenario where the mobile 
phone transitions from one to another state frequently. The scenario selected for the 
informal type of format was “Power on” of a mobile device as per defined in the 3GPP 
specifications.  

After the experiments were conducted, it was learned that such a tool can be extended to 
domain specific rules to add more intelligence if the rule framework was provided for the 
end user. Thus, such a tool can not only consolidate experience at a single place and 
help intended users to find minor to advanced level problems in the log files. It can also 
act as a watchdog to ensure system quality by reporting level of test coverage based on 
finding scenarios from logs generated during the system test. 
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1 Introduction 

This section provides a background for the thesis project by describing the problem. It 
also provides some insight about log files, highlights some past research work in the 
same area and outlines thesis aim and objectives. It also discusses the proposed way of 
work, expected results, dependencies and assumptions which have been considered from 
the start of this thesis work 

1.1 Problem Definition 

In the field of mobile telecommunications, different protocol specifications have been 
defined ranging from GSM to WCDMA and now LTE which includes LTE-Advanced to 
meet demanding end user requirements in terms of quality of experience and service. The 
Neava AB from its years of experience observed that specifications of these protocols are 
being revised on a frequent basis and thus bringing more challenges at the development 
side. For the development teams, tracking and analyzing the cause of failure in the 
protocol stacks is a daunting task and consumes valuable engineering resources where 
they are using conventional debugging methods.  

One widely used conventional method till now is to generate logs and ask an expert to 
analyze and interpret issues against protocol specifications by scanning through hundreds 
of lines of traces. This method consumes lots of overhead in terms of consuming expert 
engineering resources to identify the same problems again and again. There are some in 
house logging tools available which are specifically designed that specify predefined log 
formats. Thus such tools are tied to predefined format which is a limitation causing 
additional cost in terms of learning overhead at engineering side and increased budgets 
at the company portfolio when they have to accommodate new tools for different log 
formats. They are also limited to view messages and then analysts have to narrow down 
the problem. Thus it is beneficial to have a generic analysis tool which not only 
understands any of the log formats but also identifies the issues and problems as per user 
customizations. 

1.2 Log File 

Most of the software programs as per configuration generate logs at runtime thus leaving 
traces as a collection of log entries in a log file. Such log files are used for software 
debugging, fault locations, regression testing, behavioral patterns, administrative 
information, program logic following and system testing [8]. Problems and pattern 
identification will remain the core using log files across the computing world. 

Studies reveal that identifying a problem consumes between 30 and 70% of the 
organization resources [5], thus the basic approach to cut this cost down is that all parts 
of the system must report runtime status in log files and develop an autonomic computing 
system to point out the problems [4].  
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As log files are a collection of log messages/ entries/events they must have a specific 
format. Though in real life it has been observed that these formats vary from one system 
to another and even one format varies across the system components. IBM has made an 
effort to handle different formats and converted them into the common base event (CBE) 
for further analysis [5]. Moreover, IETF proposes the Universal format for logger 
messages [12]. It’s a collection of guidelines for any logger program to follow to generate 
log files where entries must follow a format thus forming the state of the art for automated 
log examination, extraction and reporting whenever possible. 

1.3 Related Work 

As highlighted in 1.2; in today’s computing environment, log files are a core part of any 
software system, thus having autonomic analysis and self healing capabilities features are 
desirable for any organization. IBM in this respect has developed a Generic Log Analyzer 
(GLA) which first converts log files of different format in a common format. Its architecture 
is distributed in five different phases based on the Chain of Responsibility Pattern. The 
user has to develop his own parser based on the basic framework elements for a log file 
format and compile it as a plug-in to the GLA. Processing of log files is sequentially done 
in different components: Sensor, Extractor, Parser, Formatter and Outputter. Thus 
performance becomes a bottleneck in a sequential architecture. [5] 

 In another study, the Log file Analyzer is viewed as parallel state machines where each 
state machine analyzes one set of events. It also emphasizes having the analyzer state 
machine specifications based on Log File Analysis Language (LFAL). The user has to 
write a specification and compile it into executable code for real usage based on a 
complex architecture. It also successfully validates that the parallel state machines 
specifications are useful for unit testing and system testing with improved performance 
based on the parallel architecture. [7] 

Specifications for Log Analyzers to detect patterns and scenarios can be formalized using 
grammar based formalisms and state based formalisms. It was concluded that using state 
based formalisms to define scenarios is easy to understand to a broad range of software 
developers/testers without extensive new training [8]. Another study claims that capturing 
system runtime information during their operation is a valuable source for validating 
software functional properties. It is also recommended to validate such properties by 
writing test scripts. A Test Behavior Language (TBL) was provided to write test scenarios 
to validate trace based system functional properties. In the study the compiler is written to 
translate such specifications into executable scripts. It’s also argued that the 
telecommunication domain is a strong candidate for TBL. [11] 

[13] claims, performance and extensibility is the major concern for log analysis tools. They 
define an online logging framework based on a multi-OS architecture where one core is 
dedicated for analysis in real time systems which are tuned to generate logs. It was 
observed that log analysis can be done online and offline. In offline mode, the analyst can 
analyze the logs at the same system or at another system; this requires sufficient 
bandwidth and storage capacity. Systems where bandwidth and storage is limited need to 
be analyzed online. In the online scenario, the analyzer must analyze at runtime based on 
user defined formal specifications without saving log files.  
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From the related research it was noted that there are open challenges for any log analysis 
tools which might not be limited to different log file formats, finite state automaton based 
verification, writing filters, formatting text for reporting, write network communications to 
send result, performance consideration while designing analyzer framework, scenario 
specifications [9, 13, 10]. An investigation performed at AT&T during the 5ESS switch 
development shows that a good graphical interface to view a log file can also ease log file 
analysis and help to identify the problems. They concluded that a tool should provide 
each line of text in a single window, lines should be color code based on message types, 
provide interactive filters to show frequency, time and correlations and enable analysts to 
read individual messages. They found that log analyzer tool have decreased 80% 
analysis time over conventional methods [6].  

1.4 Real Time Scenario and Its application 

In a real time scenario, an analysis is made based on log outputs which are specified 
under logging points. These logging points can be part of any software entity within a 
program, complete process entity or an entity within a network. It is quite possible that 
there is an entity server where all these network entities direct their outputs and then logs 
are accessible from this logging server for further analysis. In the Figure 1-1 below where 
entities A, B, C, D, E, F and G can be considered as a representation of components, 
processes and network entities as specified at the start of this section. These entities 
specify some logging points where they output some messages which can be of some 
specific format, e.g. Component ‘A’ messages are specified as A_M(P1,P2,P3 and P4), 
where A is component ‘A’, M stands for messages and P1,P2..P4 are the parameters and 
in this context considered as token values. When all these entities contribute to complete 
a specific scenario or a task, these logging points generate log entries during an 
execution phase. Thus the Log Analyzer can associate these logging points as a 
constituent part of the component during the execution. If any of these is missing, it 
means a problem at that component level. Next step towards the problem identification is 
to enable the internal entity logging points; to see where the execution flow stops. It is 
also quite possible that all the logging points are present, but there are other types of 
problems which are more logical than just missing the log entries. Thus, to enable log 
analyzers to identify the exact source of a problem, certain rules and relationships 
between the messages and their parameters/tokens are needed to be described.   

If we take a look at the Figure 1-1 for a complete task; execution starts from entity A and 
ends at entity G. Some decision making is also taking place which causes a change in 
execution flow.  Entity E is a common point for both the branches and then execution 
moves to entity F. Entity F is loop backed for certain iterations followed by G which is the 
final point. Thus in a real time scenario, all the logs are consolidated at a single log 
file/server for any analysis to identify any potential problem. Thus, from a log analyzer 
perspective the major open challenges for this thesis project are; how to consolidate this 
controlling information for different log file formats and how to later on interpret/analyze a 
real time scenario.  
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Figure 1-1 Logging Real Time Scenario 

1.5 Aims and Objectives 

The objective of this thesis project is to design, implement and evaluate a generic log 
analyzer tool which takes already generated (offline) logs as an input. The source of these 
log files can be mobile user equipment (UE) protocol stack, 2G/3G networks, simulators 
or any software or device that is capable of generating logs for analysis purpose in well 
defined message formats as shown in the Figure 1-2 below. It shows how such a tool 
should look like in real scenario. Following are the high level goals which have been 
defined at the very start of the thesis project and streamlined with the overall objectives of 
Neava AB: 

 The Log analyzer should be generic, thus allowing input of any existing valid log 
files of any format generated from any UE terminal protocol stack  

 No compilation of scenario specifications will be required. Analyzer should 
directly work on description file without any compilation 

 Run anywhere. It should be possible to run at any platform like Windows/Linux 

 The Log analyzer tool should allow end users to customize and configure the 
level of access points within and across the across the system components to 
analyze the behavior of procedures 

 The Log analyzer should point out problems which are considered mainly under 
two categories: 
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o A scenario/procedure failed if a message is missing. Thus the Log 
analyzer should pinpoint any messages/signals which are missing in a 
scenario 

o The Log analyzer should pinpoint those scenarios where responses 
arrive after certain time constraints associated with a message/signal. 
Thus, a time rule should be provided along with each message. 

 

Figure 1-2 Logging Tool Workflow 

 

1.6 Expected Result 

The Log analyzer allows test teams and development teams to interpret and analyze the 
issues. Issues which are considered as an end output from the Log Analyzer are mainly 
categorized as missing signal response and time constraint rules. For demonstration 
purpose the Log Analyzer output will be based on “Power ON”, “Mobile Originated Call” 
and “Mobile Terminated Call” procedures selected from the field of telecommunication [2]. 

1.7 Dependencies and Assumptions 

This Master thesis project depends upon the following factors and assumptions: 

 Design document for generating log files and log files format. 
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 Design documentation for call scenarios to describe the description files and fully 
documented log messages which covers a full scenario/sub scenario 

 It is assumed that generated log files are error free and contain consistent or 
same message format.   

 Timely help is available from the relevant persons 
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2 Work Planning and Scope 

For this thesis project, a combination of two development models has been selected i.e. 
the incremental development model and the waterfall model. Each increment adds a 
functional aspect to the overall system. The system has been broken down into blocks 
and each block is considered as an increment. In each increment a waterfall model 
approach was considered for its development. Each component is considered fully 
complete and functional, if it has gone through each process phases as analysis, design, 
implementation, unit testing and at the last, integration testing. This process is 
streamlined during the project kick-off meetings with Neava AB. It is also considered 
important to have weekly meetings with the external advisor to discuss the overall 
progress on the thesis work. 

Next subsections show the work breakdown structure along with their intended functional 
aspect as per initial understanding and execution summarized in timeline Figure 2-1 : 

2.1 Preliminary Study 

This was considered as the first step where it is important to thoroughly understand about 
the possible log file formats. These log file formats become a baseline of the solution 
being developed within this thesis project for demonstration. It was also discussed in the 
planning meeting with Neava AB that the solution should consider two scenarios i.e.  
“Mobile Originated Call” and “Mobile Terminated Call” [2] along with Power On state 
transition procedure as specified in the 3GPP specifications. Analyzer will mainly pinpoint 
the missing signals and the performance issues in terms of message timing constraints 
with respect to these scenarios. It’s important to have full understanding of these two 
scenarios before the actual project implementation starts. During this study, an 
exploratory model was adopted to know about if any research in this field was done in 
past.  

As outlined in section 1.3, we found many existing studies in the same domain. So the 
critical point to establish was if our set of objectives differs from the existing studies and 
how. We found that most of the work is done based on writing specifications and then 
compiling them into executables, thus these require an additional compilation phase. We 
observed that updating a specification is more likely and then any other update which 
requires compilation of test scenarios are written based on the language specifications. 
Also, it has been observed that some of the studies were done to consider multiple 
formats and it suggests converting them into a common format for further analysis. This 
aspect restricts the customizations as per domain concepts and metadata. It means the 
user has to adapt to the metadata and concepts as provided by the tool itself.  Our goal 
for evaluation differs as it should provide a flexible framework where the user of the tool 
does not lose his domain specific metadata and concepts rather than a tool 
accommodating itself as per description file. It has been clearly understood that the 
evaluation of the solution developed in this thesis will not consider any performance 
aspect, thus design of the system can be as simple as to accommodate thesis objectives. 
The performance aspect has already been taken care of in different studies as highlighted 
in 1.3. Some studies suggest having a parallel state machine based mechanism, where 
each state machine is responsible for the collection of events, and the others suggest 
splitting the component’s chain of responsibility with parallel execution.  
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Subsequent sections were adopted as per this preliminary study and their design made 
flexible enough, so in future if a study to measure performance objectives is required then 
system should be easy to re-factor to accommodate the suggested architectures as  
provided in section 1.3. So, analyzer work mainly revolved around description schema 
file, scanner, parser and analyzer. All these components are aligned with the previous 
research highlighted in [5] and [7]. 

2.2 Rules and Description file 

From the related work, it was learnt that the description language for writing scenarios 
and test scripts to identify patterns, scenarios and potential problems is a must. We also 
established a fact that it fulfills our aim to have a generic analyzer which not only retains 
the domain properties but also provides one time compilation of the analyzer which is a 
differentiating factor from related work. Thus it leads us to establish a description 
language which is easy to comprehend and follow a state based formalism rather than a 
grammar based formalism. The descriptive language which we named as description file 
schema or language framework must provide the following basic element sections so a 
generic tool can be built: 

 Description for Log file Entry formats 

 Description for Filters 

 Description of Metadata and domain specific concepts 

o State/Entity Definitions 

o Messages/Events 

o Scenarios for validation 

o Rules 

All the description files will conform to the language and the schema framework, which is 
also considered as input to Log Analyzer and Parser described in the next section 2.3. A 
full analysis and design will lead to implementation and testing for the description file 
format as this is the key instrument towards the positive output of the thesis. 

2.3 Scanner and Parser 

Log Analyzer takes a description and a log file as input. The two components; scanner 
and parser, are exactly in line with the related work. Scanner’s job is to scan the log files 
message by message. It has been learnt from the past that reading the log entries and 
later parsing entries as per log entry format, must be done in two different components for 
extensibility and scalability reasons. Currently we consider offline files, but in the future it 
is quite possible to extend this work for online logs. The work combing two concepts will 
then become a bottleneck for the log analyzer tool’s performance. As the log generator 
might easily outperform the scanner, parsing and analysis, the scanner needs to read log 
entries with the performance of the log generator to digest all the entries. Thus, the 
scanner must always be in a state to accept log entries. 

Under this thesis work, the scanner component has been dedicated to read the entries 
from the log file one by one and interface with the parser to feed raw entries. These 
components work in sequential rather than parallel for design simplicity; as performance 
evaluation is not under the scope of thesis work.  
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The parser component’s main job is to convert these raw entries from the scanner into a 
meta-data for further analysis based on description file discussed in the previous section. 
It filters out all the required messages based on message format and filter keywords that 
are defined in the description file. Thus, parsing builds up a filtered message database for 
the analyzer component discussed in the next section for analysis and problem reporting. 

From an implementation perspective, a waterfall model will cover analysis, design, 
implementation and testing of this component. Validity of the description file will also be 
ensured.  

2.4 Analyzer 

The log analyzer makes an analysis and produces end results in terms of the problems 
found in the log. Its functionality is based on the scenarios described in the description file 
and messages which have been filtered by the scanner and the parser as discussed in 
the previous section 2.3. The process model is the same as discussed in previous 
sections. 

2.5 Procedure Sequence Graphs (GUI)  

The GUI is considered as an optional component, because most of the engineers at 
Neava AB feel easy to use a command line interface, rather than a graphical interface; 
though a convincing GUI tool may switch such experienced users. Thus a thorough 
investigation is required how the tool will look like which is itself a full subject area and 
might not come under this thesis project. 
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Figure 2-1 Project Plan 
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3 System Architecture and Design 

The thesis project system architecture consists of internal and external components. 
Internal components are mainly mapped according to the project plan as discussed in 
section 2 and defined in Figure 3-1 

The only external component is the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) which is used for 
model creation. Analyzer expects to have a log file and a description file schema as input 
to find problems based on the user specified scenarios. A detail of each component is 
highlighted in Figure 3-1 and discussed in the subsequent sections.  

 

Figure 3-1 Log Analyzer Architecture and Design 

3.1 Description Schema File 

This is the backbone of the thesis project and the other components depend totally upon 
this major part. The purpose of this component is to provide a generic framework and 
based on this generic part, the user defines a domain specific log file message format, 
filters where messages can be extracted, domain specific states or entities from where 
these messages are being logged in the log file, and a scenario framework which is 
important to define domain centric operational behavior to capture valid sequences and 
transitions. It is also natural to have multiple domain specific description files based on 
this description framework. All the components i.e. the scanner, the parser, the analyzer 
and the interpreter functional aspect depend upon this generic framework.  

The design of this component is based on a XML schema [3]. Since XML is a widely 
accepted language and on the shelf, XML file readers and writers are available. So, it 
makes a perfect choice to define description file framework using an XML schema 
language.  
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Figure 3-2 shows the major entities described in the form of schema elements as 
discussed above. 

 

Figure 3-2 Schema for Element Type Log File Format 

 

Next subsections explain each part of the description file framework in detail. 

3.1.1 Message Format 

This section provides a framework to describe the format of the log entries in the log file. It 
consists of different elements which include tokens, delimiters, size, id, and refToken as 
described below in Figure 3-3.  

 

Figure 3-3 Schema for Element Type Message Format 
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Tokens can be categorized as of different types, i.e. boolean, int, string, hex, long, or 
substring. The parser component discussed in section 3.4 will make use of these tokens 
and process log file data as per token types. Since token can be a substring which is 
considered of the same type as message format which allows defining sub messages 
format. 

Most of the token types like int, Boolean, and long have the same attributes but some 
token types have additional attributes like string and hex. Because it is quite possible that 
these are some coded values and require an external component to decode them. So, a 
flexible framework has been provided which allows external components to be called 
during the parsing process which is based on attributes like isAsnEncoded. This is to 
make sure if some strings require ASN type of encoding, then an external ASN decoder is 
called to decode that string/hex part. 

 The attribute willTokenize is also a very powerful mechanism which allows the resolution 
of some tokens to be resolved later where the information is not as such available in the 
current scope. It depends upon the later resolution of the other part of the tokens which 
needs further tokenization and is discussed further in next section 3.1.2. 

 

Figure 3-4 Schema for Element Type Token String 

 

refToken attribute is associated with string/hex type of token which is mainly defined for 
message formats under the list section. This element is used to refer to the tokens 
defined in the message format to which they are linked. Further details can be found in 
the next section.  
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3.1.2 Filter or List Definitions 

This section defines the schema for list elements to provide a simple way to associate the 
possible token values with a specific token. It also means that only messages where 
token values are specified in list elements will be selected. As shown below in Figure 3-5, 
a list element can accommodate three different element values, sublist, and 
element_format, which must be specified in a sequence. 

The Values element is of type list which allows multiple token values to be specified. 

The Sublist element is a special case which is incorporated to consider that token values 
must be linked with other token values when a message selection is being made. A 
sublist element attribute name is specified as “ParentListName_ElementFromValues”; it 
will be considered while selecting a log entry message to find the association with list 
element and sublist. The same rules apply to the subList as List type of element, because 
the types for both are the same. 

 

Figure 3-5 Schema for Element Type List 

 

“Element_format” under the list section allows tokenization of those tokens which will be 
resolved later and of type string/hex where the “willTokenize” attribute is set to ‘true’. As 
discussed in section 4.1.1 some tokens in the current scope can’t be resolved so they are 
marked as “willTokenize” and later using element_format which is of type 
“message_format”.  
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3.1.3 Entities and States Definition 

This section of the schema description file provides a generic framework to define entities 
and states of the internal system which are real logging points. In different domains their 
representation can vary depending on the location in network protocol stack. It could be 
that different protocol layers can be defined in the form of entities and states.  

So, one layer can be broken down into multiple components and then each component 
can also be subdivided. These basic entities and states definitions enable the later to 
develop a link how the message communication is being done from one entity to another 
or how the different components transit their states. 

All the messages or log points will be under the umbrella of entities and sub-entities. The 
schema elements for further clarification are provided in Figure 3-6. 

 

Figure 3-6 Schema for Element Type Entity 

 

It also provides a framework to define messages/entities which are associated with 
entities/components or sub-entities/sub-components. Schema elements are detailed in 
Figure 3-7. All the system information, i.e. components and related logging messages is 
defined at a single place, which is called a database, to be used later in the scenarios 
framework as discussed in section 3.1.4. 
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The Message element provides a flow information to the parser i.e. the entity name it is 
coming from and entity name where it is intended to. It is also required to provide a token 
name which is defined in section 3.1.1, which is used in the identification of this message. 

The Value attribute allows providing a unique value for this message identification. So, 
message will be a candidate for selection which is based on it, but will be selected based 
on the criteria defined in the previous sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. 

 

Figure 3-7 Schema for Element Type Message 

 

3.1.4 Scenarios and States Description 

This section provides a framework to define procedures, states transition flows, or 
scenarios. These three terms will be interchangeably used throughout the document as 
it’s only the representation of the same flow in different mechanisms. 
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The Procedure element as described in Figure 3-8, is the major element which 
encapsulates multiple procedures that are required to be analyzed and detected from the 
log files. Multiple procedures can be defined to find out different missing messages from 
the log file. 

 

 

Figure 3-8 Schema for Element Type Procedures 

The ProcedureFilter elements allow enlisting all those procedures which need to be 
analyzed within one iteration during analysis. As it is more convenient to define the 
database of procedures once and then use this section to add or remove procedures for 
analysis as per requirements. 

The Procedure element is where the actual scenario is outlined for detection in the log 
files. It is intended that multiple occurrences of such a scenario can be detected from the 
log files with the end result- pass or fail. If a procedure detection fails then it will have 
some cause as well, which will be discussed later. 
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Figure 3-9 Schema for Element Type Procedure 

 

As visible from the above Figure 3-9, there is a single complex attribute named as 
pElement which has unbound occurrences. It can be used to represent three different 
elements, i.e. message, conditional, and subProcedure. 

The Message element has attribute “messageName” which refers to one of the messages 
from the Entities database as defined in section 3.1.3.  

The Conditional element is another element which provides a control flow within a 
procedure as per next message occurrence. So it allows decision capabilities to move 
further at one state based on the next message type.  

The SubProcedure element enables to call another procedure from the Procedures 
element based on its name. It means a Procedure can be a sub-procedure for another 
procedure as well. 
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3.2 EMF Generator 

The EMF generator is an external component which comes along with the Eclipse project. 
The strength of this component lies in generating a set of model classes from XML 
schema definition [1]. Schema definition is named description schema, and further 
described in detail in section 3.1.  

Inputs to this component are the model classes which allow to access the user based 
description file data. It also generates a model based reader and writer of the description 
files; thus eliminating the overhead to implement logic for reading and writing description 
files (XML files). These are based on description schema files as discussed in the 
previous section 3.1.  

Eclipse SDK version 3.4.1 was used for the thesis development and a compatible version 
of EMF was installed using eclipse Help -> Install New software. URL 
http://download.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/updates/releases/ was used to install the EMF 
component plugin.  

Once EMF has been installed, a model is generated which is based on a description file 
schema. It is also sometimes required to update the already generated model due to 
some changes required in the description schema file. EMF also provides a way how to 
update the model if a schema is changed. The help section in eclipse provides tutorials 
about how to update the model. Once the model is generated, most of the time it is also 
required to update/customize already generated source code or add new functionality.  

EMF generates the methods and classes tagged generated in the header. The tag can 
easily be removed. Later, if any update is required, the EMF model generator will detect 
the method that has been changed, so it will not update that method. Further rules how to 
add or update new functionality in the generated model, is described in the eclipse help 
section.  

 

Figure 3-10 EMF Source Tags  

http://download.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/updates/releases/
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3.3 EMF Model vs Description Schema File 

The generated model has direct correspondence between the schema elements. There 
are two types of Java class interfaces and implementations, as is shown below in Figure 
3-11. Both of the class types can be customized i.e. additional interfaces and 
implementation can be added. These are split into two different packages: The 
se.neava.loganalyzer package contains all the interfaces, while se.neava.loganalyzer.impl 
contains all the implementation of those interfaces.  

 

Figure 3-11 EMF Model 

 

It is very clear from the above image, that there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
the interface classes and description schema file element discussed in section 3.1, e.g. 
the complex type element MessageFormat, which is detailed in section 3.1.1. It is 
represented in the model as MessageFormat and provides the entire set and get 
functions for attributes defined in the complex type element MessageFormat. If a complex 
type contains another complex type that is also represented in the same way under the 
model interfaces as shown in Figure 3-12. 
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Figure 3-12 EMF Complex Type Representation 

 

The generated model also provides some utility classes which are used to read and write 
XML description files based on the description schema file. 
LogAnalyzerResourceFactoryImpl.java and LogAnalyzerReosurceImpl.java are both used 
for such a purpose and usage of them is as per source code highlighted in Figure 3-13. 

 

Figure 3-13 EMF Utility Classes 
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The user should first create a ResourceSetIml object and then register 
LogAnalyzerResourceFactoryImpl object to access LogAnalyzerResourceImpl object. 
Once it’s registered it can then be accessed from the ResourceSet URI based XML 
document root object. DocumentRoot is the top level element which provides access to all 
elements as defined in the description schema file.  

3.4 Scanner, Parser, and Analyzer 

These functional components cover multiple aspects, i.e. scanning the log files, and 
tokenizing log entries based on log entries format discussed in section 3.1.1. It also builds 
a database if a log entry is selected as per possible values listed under list section as 
discussed in section 3.1.2. Further, it relates them to the messages as defined in section 
3.1.3, and lastly it identifies scenarios based on the message database developed in 
previous step. 

Identification of scenarios and missing messages so far is done at the same level after the 
scanner and the parser finishes their work. It’s because information required so far may 
find missing messages/signals in the scenario description. It is also intended to apply 
some time constraint rules which are associated with the messages. So, a time rule is 
introduced with each message, i.e. to consider a scenario as failed if a message arrives 
after a specified time limit.  

Time constraint rules come under the performance issues in a scenario procedure which 
is applied once all the scenarios have been detected from the log file and a database of 
scenarios exists.  

Since the description file is based on a schema, it is all about the parser and analyzer 
components interpreting the right elements from the description file as per the description 
file schema framework. So, there is no need to compile and make executable test scripts. 
This thesis work eliminates the script compilation phase, as we observed that it has been 
an important part of the related work highlighted in previous sections. 
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4 Evaluation  

During the evaluation phase, a verification framework was developed around a list of 
questions considering the overall thesis goals as described in section 1.5 and 1.6. the 
following are the questions which baseline the development of the Evaluation framework: 

1. Generic: Does Log Analyzer work on any type of log file format? 

2. Pattern Detection: Can Log Analyzer detect any type of scenarios from the Log 
files? 

3. Is it possible for the Log Analyzer to report problematic positions in the log file 
based on analysis from the detected scenarios? The problems reported will be of 
type missing required message and late message response. 

4. Is it possible to describe scenarios where the workflow is defined in the form of 
state transition and sequence diagrams? 

Next section details the evaluation framework and results. 

4.1 Evaluation Framework 

The evaluation framework is based on the questions outlined in section 4. Answers to 
these questions are a constituent part of the evaluation framework and discussed in 
subsequent sections. 

4.1.1 Does Log Analyzer work on any type of log file format? 

Two unique log files have been selected from the field of mobile telecommunication, 
where the message format differs in terms of consistency and formality. One log file 
contains entries which are consistent and generated based on well defined patterns.  

The second log file is based on rough output as each developer is free to add its logging 
output without any format considerations. Based on these log formats two different 
description files were created.  

4.1.1.1 Formal Log File 

All the Log Entries under this log file format were in coded format. Thus it was intended 
that the description framework must support such a format and its parser and analyzer 
must be able to decode all formats based on user description files. Where necessary it 
must allow external plugins to be called for any token to decode, e.g. ASN type of sub-
messages requiring external decoders. Such sub-messages were part of some of the log 
entries in the formal log files.  

The message format of all entries consists of the following main tokens, i.e. Probe ID, UE 
Time Stamp, PC Time Stamp, Data Size, and Hexa Decimal String. Data size token 
represents how much Hexadecimal number will be part of the Hexa Decimal String. 

The Hex Decimal String token itself follows a special format which is confidential and is 
not allowed to disclose under this thesis work. Figure 4-1, shows how the log file entries 
look like. 
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Figure 4-1 Log File Example 

A description file was written based on the description framework and appended in the 
Appendix B for further detail.  

4.1.1.2 Informal Log File 

Log entries under this file contain the developer specific information which can help them 
to identify problems and issues. These don’t follow any pattern and thus complicate the 
overall situation for defining the log file format. So, mainly two type of tokens were 
present, i.e. Time Stamp and Message. Message token then can be broken down into sub 
messages as per component log data and can be viewed in Figure 4-2. 

 

Figure 4-2 Informal Log File Example 

In most of the entries, it was found that developers were more frequently using some 
components’ names at the very start of the Message and appended some useful 
information to correlate with different message entries to identify problems and issues. 

A description file was developed as per selected scenario for verification and its detail is 
provided in next section. Appendix B shows the definition of the description file for 
informal type of log files. 
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4.1.2 Can Log Analyzer detect any type of scenarios from the Log 

files? 

To consider this aspect for a formal log file format, two scenarios Mobile Originated Call 
and Mobile Terminated Call were selected from the field of mobile telecommunications. 
For the informal log file format, a mobile phone power on state transition sequence was 
selected. It was aimed that all the passed and failed scenarios/sequences were to be 
detected from the log files and they would correspond to the real time usage as well. All 
these procedures/sequences were described in the respective description files based on 
the schema as detailed in section 3.1.4. 

4.1.2.1 Mobile Originating Call 

This procedure can be defined as when a UE calls another UE through a network where 
the communication is logged under the formal log file, which contains messages from the 
calling UE and messages from the network. Thus, at the high level two main entities were 
involved i.e. the UE and the Network. Now the main task under this procedure was to find 
out what are the messages exchanged between the UE and the Network on the terms of 
request and their responses. We observed that once this type of flow is defined, it’s easy 
to define all the types of control flows. This is because in one procedure there could be 
multiple test scenarios that are based on user actions which can be detected, e.g. 
network is busy, the other user rejects the call, the other user accepts the call, and the 
other user is busy on another call.  

Figure 4-3 gives an overview of messages which are exchanged in the circuit switched 
mobile originating call and the other user accepting the call. This procedure is initiated 
from the Radio Resource control (RRC) component by requesting a connection request 
which also contains the reason for connection, i.e. Originating Conversation Call. 

Once the RRC connection sub-procedure has completed, and the authentication and 
security messages have been exchanged between the UE and the Network, radio bearers 
are established for the call. After alerting and exchanging a connect message, a 
connection is established after a Connect acknowledgement from the UE. 
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Figure 4-3 Mobile Originating Message Sequence 
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4.1.2.2 Mobile Terminating Call 

This procedure is defined as when any user receives a call on his phone from another 
cell. This means that, messages between a receiving UE and the network are logged in 
the log file. This procedure is started in the log files with a paging message. It tells the 
type of paging as terminating a conversation call. The detail of the messages can be 
viewed in Figure 4-4. 
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Figure 4-4 Mobile Terminating Message Sequence 
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4.1.2.3 Power On 

This procedure was selected to know the mobile device physical layer state transitions 
and was particularly selected to validate the informal log file. Since most of the 
information is confidential, only limited information is provided in this state diagram where 
the UE transitions from different states during its lifetime after power on. Log entries in the 
log file will correspond to the state names along with additional information, as discussed 
in section 4.1.1.2. The state transition for power on procedure can be defined as in Figure 
4-5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Such a procedure leaves traces as equivalent to state names while at run time execution 
when transitions from one state to another state. 

The StandByMeasuring state self transitions as well, so the above shown diagram puts 
some challenges on how to define the control flow under the description file using the 
description framework in such a complicated scenario where an iterative model can be 
viewed. It is important to note that the descriptive framework must provide a built-in 
mechanism to define a conditional a control flow. This state machine is a good test for 
validating the framework against its adoptability towards complex descriptions.  

4.1.3 Can Log Analyzer report problematic positions in the log file 

based on analysis from the detected scenarios? 

Problem reporting in Log Analyzer is differentiated based on two problems, i.e. missing 
messages and response times. If a scenario is detected and a message is missed during 
the scenario completion from the log file, then it is considered as a failed scenario. It is 
also considered that a scenario has failed even though a message response has arrived 
but it was received late and the timer has expired. The missing message problem is 
based on the scenario/sequence description as detailed in the previous section. The 
delay problem is analyzed as per message description detailed in section 3.1.3.  

Power_ON 
 

StandByInitials 

WaitForActivation 
 

StandByMeasuring 
 

DRXCommn 
 

ConnectedCommon 
 

ConnectedDedicated 
 

Figure 4-5 Power On State Transition Graph 
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4.1.4 Is it possible to describe and detect scenarios where work flow 

is defined in the form of state transition and sequence 

diagrams? 

It was also considered important to have an investigation if it is possible to detect the 
scenarios which are defined in the form of state transition and sequence diagrams. So, 
selection of the Power On procedure and the Mobile Originated and Terminated rightly 
fulfills the purpose. The power on procedure is defined in the form of state transitions and 
mapping of this procedure was done in the description file detailed in section 3.1.3. 
Similarly, the procedures such as mobile terminating and mobile originating were defined 
in the form of sequences and mapping was done in the description file, detailed in same 
section 3.1.3. 

4.2 Result 

Results are discussed as per the evaluation framework laid out in section 4.1.  

4.2.1 Does Log Analyzer work on any type of log file format? 

During the evaluation it was observed that Log Analyzer was able to detect messages as 
per its format defined under the two description files, which were particularly defined for 
formal and informal type of Log files. 

4.2.1.1 Formal Log File 

For formal log, a complete format of the entries were defined at two levels; one was at 
high level where tokens were defined as  

 Integer:ProbeIdList 

 Long:UETimeStamp 

 Long:DeskTopTimeStamp 

 Int:DataSize 

 Sub_String:DataMessage and refer to DataSize to track the number of 
hexadecimals it should track and consider as an independent tokens in the sub 
message. Since tokens under this sub message iterate themselves, an iterative 
flag was provided to know if that was the case 

o Int:IEI 

o Hex:size 

o Hex:SubMessage whose number of hex values depends upon the 
previous token *size* 

Once this format has been defined, analyzer was able to detect messages present in the 
formal type of log file where log entries have been discussed in section 4.1.1.1. 
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4.2.1.2 Informal Log File  

For informal log files, as discussed in section 4.1.1.2, they can have multiple log format 
messages. It was difficult to define message formats for all types of messages. We 
concluded that it’s worth to support detection of multiple types of messages within the 
framework, so a multiple format definition was needed to be provided within the 
description file. It means we also need to update analyzer internal functional components 
to make them compatible to support multiple types of formats in a single description file.  

It was also considered important because testers and developers want to relate different 
types of messages with each other and to create a relation to come up with a conclusion. 
So, that was one limitation which we came across. In the future such an addition will 
provide a flexibility to work on informal log files where each log entry differs from each 
other. For our experiment, if log analyzer works on two different formats, we selected one 
type of messages based specifically from the Power On procedure and their tokens 
format was defined below: 

 Long:UETimeStamp 

 Sub_String:DataMessage; this iterative attribute is defined as false since there 
are no iteration of any time for such underlying token sets 

o String:ComponentName, it also defines a list name which acts as a filter 
definition mechanism to filter out respective component entries 

o String:Information, it also defines a list name which acts as a filter 
definition mechanism to filter out respective information type 

o String:SFN 

o String:Phy, it also defines a list name which acts as a filter definition 
mechanism to filter out respective phy type. 

o String:State, just added to consume value in the message 

o String:StateName, it also defines a list name which acts as a filter 
definition mechanism to filter out respective state names.  

We found that once the message format was defined, log analyzer was able to detect all 
such message format log entries and discard the rest of the messages which do not 
correspond to the format. 

4.2.2 Can Log Analyzer detect any type of scenarios from the Log 

files? 

Our results show that Log Analyzer was able to detect the entire scenarios described 
under two types of description files. The total number of scenarios with their message and 
response was provided for review. Since we worked on different log files; first for informal 
log file, where it was supposed to detect power on state transition scenario and the 
second for formal, to detect complete mobile originated and terminated scenarios.  

It has been learnt through this experiment that a log analyzer should provide a callback 
mechanism to allow external decoders to be called for complete message detection, as 
some of the information can’t be decoded on its own due to limited scope. We came 
across with this situation; we had to hardcode some of the message information being 
coded in ASN format. 
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4.2.2.1 Formal Log File 

For a formal log file, as discussed in section 4.1.1.1, we selected two scenarios Mobile 
Originating Call and Mobile Terminating Call. First of all, we define top level system 
entities in the description file, i.e. UE and Network. Then a message and sub entities 
metadata were provided under these top level entities. We chose to define system 
metadata under these top level entities which viewed as components, subcomponents, 
and their traces or messages description.  

This enabled us to focus only on the validity of the question for this section i.e. is it 
possible to detect any type of scenarios based on the description file without any 
compilations. Thus, we selected messages which exchanged between the UE and the 
Network and then found out their unique message values from the log files. Once sure 
that they could uniquely be defined, we described them as procedures and sub 
procedures using control flow logic as provided by the description framework.  

A complete description of procedures and sub procedures is provided in the Appendices 
section. 

4.2.2.2 Informal Log File 

The informal log file description file defines a scenario that happened to be somehow 
challenging, because it was acting as a state machine. In such a state machine, one state 
transitions to another state and transitions to itself. It was also challenging to define in 
terms of a procedure where the state machine transitions.  

In our system, we defined such back and forth transitions in terms of sub procedures and 
self transition, viewed as the same in case of the standard request-response paradigm 
where one can send multiple requests and even receive multiple responses due to some 
path fading or network data being loss.  

A complete description of the state machine is defined in the appendices section. 

  

4.2.3 Can Log Analyzer report problematic positions in the log file 

based on analysis from the detected scenarios? 

Procedures which were detected by Log Analyzer from the log entries were presented in 
a different file. We simply name this file as the result file where complete procedures were 
presented along with line numbers.  

Line numbers are the reference points to the log file where the procedure messages were 
taken. If a procedure fails then at the start of the procedure its status “Fail/Pass” is 
mentioned. It was also made possible to provide a pointer to possible missing entries to 
ease the analysis and make conclusions. 

4.2.4 Is it possible to describe and detect scenarios where work flow 

is defined in the form of state transition and sequence 

diagrams? 

During a meeting with Neava AB, a concern specific to scenario description came up. The 
major concern was; is it possible to describes state machine in the form of a scenario 
description and, if so, how? Later, we proved not theoretically, but practically, that both 
the state machines and sequence diagram representations could be described in terms of 
a scenario description, as expected by the Log Analyzer.  
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It was also proved that there is no difference between the state machines and sequence 
graphs as they are just a representation. The answer to this question is based on sections 
4.2.1and 4.2.2 where we selected two different types of scenario representations: one 
being message sequence chart (MSC) and the other being state machine. Both the types 
of representations were mapped to description files.  

For the state machine type of representation, we converted it to MSC and then defined all 
the related elements format, filters, network entities, messages, and scenarios based on 
description framework.  
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5 Discussion 

This section summarizes the objectives achieved under this thesis project. Sections 3 and 
4 provide in-depth technical details of all the objectives outlined in section 1.5.  

5.1 Generic 

As detailed in section 1.5, Log Analyzer should be generic in nature, thus taking any log 
file with any format. This objective is achieved by providing a flexible schema based 
framework. It allows defining the log file formats of any type which can be formal or 
informal. The Log Analyzer built-in interpreter interprets log file format control logic as 
provided by the user. This control logic is in the form of XML file based on a schema 
framework.   

5.2 One Time Compilation 

It was aimed that Log Analyzer should allow users to update the control logic. The Control 
Logic file requires an update to add/remove scenarios, filters, rules, messages and 
entities. Thus, it becomes vital for a tool to automate as much as possible by allowing 
user to focus on their primary task rather than focusing on those tasks which can be 
embedded within a tool itself. From the discussed related work, most of the studies 
provide an additional compilation phase which is considered as an overhead. The Log 
Analyzer internal interpreter interprets this control logic based on a schema framework, 
thus eliminating any additional compilation phase.       

5.3 Platform Independence 

Log Analyzer can be executed on both UNIX and Windows environments.  Keeping this in 
view, its implementation is done using the Java language. Java provides platform 
independence, so it was considered as a first option to achieve this objective. 

5.4 Customization 

Log analyzer must allow customization of all the information and control logic. It should for 
customization allow user domain terminologies rather than imposing their own 
terminologies at the front end. This objective is achieved by using the schema framework. 
It allows the user to customize access points, enable and disable rules, enable and 
disable scenarios, rename entities as per requirement, and update filters. Log Analyzer 
detects any change as per new configurations updated in the control logic. 
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6 Conclusion 

After the implementation of the Log Analyzer, it was proved that a practical 
implementation is quite possible to use a generic framework which is valid to all types of 
log formats, irrespective of the field. It was also validated that the compilation phase can 
be eliminated by providing a built-in interpreter as part of the parser and analyzer 
components. 

The description framework is flexible enough which is easily extended further to add more 
intelligence for analysis. So, the major area in this direction is to provide a rules 
framework where the user can add own rules to come up with domain specific analysis. 

From a usage perspective, such a tool can be used to develop a knowledge base for a 
particular domain where all the intelligence and expertise are consolidated at a common 
place. Other side of this tool is to use it as a watch dog to ensure the complete quality 
assurance at product level.  

Since log analysis can be done both online and offline, there are major system 
architecture differences which need to be clearly streamlined in future studies. It is also 
intended for future exploration to measure system performance considering both online  
and offline type of analysis.  
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8 Appendices 

8.1 Appendix A 

8.1.1 Terminology 

Message/Signal/Event Message, signal and event are interchangeably used throughout 
the document. It is a log entry representation under log file in 
Log Analyzer. Terms also in other words represent traces of 
software components which they leave during runtime execution. 

Procedure It is a collection of messages/signals/events which collectively 
represents a complete task. Under a complete task multiple test 
scenarios/cases are possible. 

Scenario It is the one possible case when a procedure is executed 

Log File Contains collection of log entries generated from any device 

EMF Eclipse Modeling Framework 

Message Format Message format represents format of the log entry in the log file. 
Its representation is based on number of tokens which can be of 
type int, string, substring, boolean, double and float 

Filtering To extract the specific messages or log entries based on specific 
token value 

Token A token is a representation of one message element when 
broken into pieces as per message format 

Rule Rule is a term used specifically for defining the constraints like 
time constraints. Only Time rule is supported in the current 
implementation. These rules are directly associated with a 
message.  

Entity/State Entity and State are interchangeably used throughout the 
document. It represents a particular component that generates 
specific types of messages. A state is also associated with 
multiple messages/log entries. So a log entry in a log file can 
transit from one state to another state. 

Scanner Scans the log file as per one log entry 

Parser Reads a description file and processes log entry tokens to 
develop a message database based on selection criteria 
specified as per token values 
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Formal/Consistent 
Log File 

A log file where all the log entries follow a well defined pattern 

Informal/Inconsistent 
Log File 

A Log file where the log entries do not follow any specific pattern 
and may vary from one to another 

ASN Abstract Syntax Notation language used for coding/decoding 
messages in the telecommunication field 

GLA Generic Log Analyzer 
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8.2 Appendix B 

8.2.1 Formal Log File Description File 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<c:logformat xmlns:c="http://www.neava.se/loganalyzer"  

             xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"  

             xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.neava.se/loganalyzer  

             ../schema/LogAnalyzer.xsd "> 

  <message delimiter="\t" id="logEntry" size="" > 

    <tokens isIterative="false" > 

        <token> 

            <token_int acceptable_value_list="ProbeIdList"  

                       name="Probe_ID" print="true"/> 

        </token> 

        <token> 

            <token_long name="UETimeStamp"  

                        isTimeStamp="true"  

                        print="true"/> 

        </token> 

        <token> 

            <token_long name="DeskTopTimeStamp" /> 

        </token> 

        <token> 

            <token_int name="DataSize"/> 

        </token> 

        <token> 

            <token_sub_string delimiter=" "  

                              size="DataSize"  

                              id="DataMessage"> 

                <tokens isIterative="true">  

                    <token> 

                        <token_int name="IEI" print="true"/> 

                    </token> 

                    <token> 

                        <token_hex name="Size" size=""  

                                   delimiter="" /> 

                    </token> 

                    <token> 

                        <token_hex name="SubMessage"  

                                   size="Size" delimiter=" "  

                                   willTokenize="true"  

                                   print="true"/> 

                    </token> 

                </tokens> 

            </token_sub_string> 

        </token> 

    </tokens> 

  </message> 

  <acceptable_token_value_lists> 

     

    <list listName="ProbeIdList" refValue="" > 

      <values> 

        400 

        401 
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        402 

        <!-- 405 

        406   --> 

      </values> 

      <sublist listName="ProbeIDList_400"  

               refValue="400"  

               refToken="logEntry_DataMessage_IEI"> 

            <values> 

                1 

                2 

                3  

            </values> 

            <element_format  id="ProbeIDList_400_1"  

                             size=""  

                             refToken="logEntry_DataMessage_SubMessage"  

                             delimiter=""> 

           

                <tokens isIterative="false" > 

                    <token >  

                        <token_hex name="RB ID"  

                                   noToken="1"  

                                   delimiter=""  

                                   size=""  

                                   print="true"/> 

                    </token> 

                    <token >  

                        <token_string isASNencoded="true"  

                                      name="MessageData"  

                                      delimiter=""  

                                      size=""  

                                      noToken="-1"  

                                      print="true"/> 

                    </token>                                 

                </tokens> 

             

            </element_format> 

            <element_format  id="ProbeIDList_400_2"  

                             refToken="logEntry_DataMessage_SubMessage"  

                             delimiter=""> 

           

                <tokens isIterative="false" > 

                    <token >  

                        <token_hex name="RB ID"  

                                   noToken="1"  

                                   delimiter=""  

                                   size=""  

                                   print="true"/> 

                    </token> 

                    <token >  

                        <token_string isASNencoded="true"  

                                      size=""  

                                      name="MessageData"  

                                      delimiter=""  

                                      noToken="-1"  

                                      print="true"/> 

                    </token>                                 

                </tokens> 
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            </element_format> 

            <element_format  id="ProbeIDList_400_3"  

                             refToken="logEntry_DataMessage_SubMessage"  

                             delimiter=""> 

           

                <tokens isIterative="false" > 

                    <token >  

                        <token_string isASNencoded="false"  

                                      size="" name="MC OP"  

                                      delimiter="" noToken="1"  

                                      print="true"/> 

                    </token>                                 

                </tokens> 

             

            </element_format>    

      </sublist> 

      <sublist listName="ProbeIDList_401"  

               refValue="401" refToken="logEntry_DataMessage_IEI"> 

            <values> 

                1 

                2 

                3  

            </values> 

            <element_format  id="ProbeIDList_401_1"  

                             size=""  

                             refToken="logEntry_DataMessage_SubMessage"  

                             delimiter=""> 

           

                <tokens isIterative="false" > 

                    <token >  

                        <token_string isASNencoded="true"  

                                      name="MessageData" delimiter=""  

                                      size="" noToken="-1" print="true"/> 

                    </token>                                 

                </tokens> 

             

            </element_format> 

            <element_format  id="ProbeIDList_401_2"  

                             refToken="logEntry_DataMessage_SubMessage"  

                             delimiter=""> 

           

                <tokens isIterative="false" > 

                    <token >  

                        <token_string isASNencoded="true"  

                                      size="" name="MessageData"  

                                      delimiter="" noToken="-1"  

                                      print="true"/> 

                    </token>                                 

                </tokens> 

             

            </element_format> 

            <element_format  id="ProbeIDList_401_3"  

                             refToken="logEntry_DataMessage_SubMessage"  

                             delimiter=""> 

           

                <tokens isIterative="false" > 

                    <token >  

                        <token_string isASNencoded="false"  
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                                      size="" name="ASNMessage"  

                                      delimiter="" noToken="1"  

                                      print="true"/> 

                    </token>                                 

                </tokens> 

             

            </element_format>    

      </sublist> 

       

      <sublist listName="ProbeIDList_402"  

               refValue="402"  

               refToken="logEntry_DataMessage_IEI"> 

            <values> 

                1 

            </values> 

            <element_format  id="ProbeIDList_402_1"  

                             size="" refToken="logEntry_DataMessage_SubMessage"  

                             delimiter=""> 

           

                <tokens isIterative="false" > 

                    <token >  

                        <token_string isASNencoded="true"  

                                      name="MessageData"  

                                      delimiter=""  

                                      size=""  

                                      noToken="-1"  

                                      print="true"/> 

                    </token>                                 

                </tokens> 

             

            </element_format> 

                 

      </sublist> 

       

      <sublist listName="ProbeIDList_406"  

               refValue="406"  

               refToken="logEntry_DataMessage_IEI"> 

            <values> 

                1 

                2 

                3 

                4 

                5  

            </values> 

            <element_format  id="ProbeIDList_406_1" size=""  

                             refToken="logEntry_DataMessage_SubMessage"  

                             delimiter=""> 

           

                <tokens isIterative="false" > 

                    <token >  

                        <token_hex name="UARFC CN  DL"  

                                   noToken="2" delimiter=""  

                                   size="" print="true"/> 

                    </token> 

                    <token >  

                        <token_hex name="UTRA Carrier" noToken="1"  

                                   delimiter="" size="" print="true"/> 

                    </token> 
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                </tokens> 

             

            </element_format> 

            <element_format  id="ProbeIDList_406_2"  

                             refToken="logEntry_DataMessage_SubMessage"  

                             delimiter=""> 

           

                <tokens isIterative="false" > 

                    <token >  

                        <token_hex name="WCDMA Cell Type"  

                                   noToken="1" delimiter=""  

                                   size=""/> 

                    </token> 

                    <token >  

                        <token_hex name="Primary Scrambling Code"  

                                   noToken="2" delimiter=""  

                                   size="" print="true"/> 

                    </token>     

                    <token >  

                        <token_hex name="UARFCN" noToken="2"  

                                   delimiter=""  

                                   size="" print="true"/> 

                    </token> 

                    <token >  

                        <token_hex name="CPICH RSCP"  

                                   noToken="1" delimiter=""  

                                   size="" print="true"/> 

                    </token>     

                    <token >  

                        <token_hex name="CPICH Ec/N0" noToken="1"  

                                   delimiter="" size="" print="true"/> 

                    </token> 

                    <token >  

                        <token_hex name="Pathloss" noToken="1"  

                                   delimiter="" size="" print="true"/> 

                    </token>     

                    <token >  

                        <token_hex name="Optional"  

                                   noToken="-1"  

                                   delimiter=""  

                                   size="" /> 

                    </token>                                 

                </tokens> 

             

            </element_format> 

            <element_format  id="ProbeIDList_406_3"  

                             refToken="logEntry_DataMessage_SubMessage"  

                             delimiter=""> 

           

                <tokens isIterative="false" > 

                    <token >  

                        <token_hex name="GSM ARFCN"  

                                   noToken="2" delimiter=""  

                                   size="" print="true"/> 

                    </token> 

                    <token >  

                        <token_hex name="BSIC" noToken="1"  

                                   delimiter="" size=""  
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                                   print="true"/> 

                    </token>     

                    <token >  

                        <token_hex name="RSSI (=Rxlev)" noToken="1"  

                                   delimiter="" size="" print="true"/> 

                    </token> 

                    <token >  

                        <token_hex name="Optional" noToken="-1"  

                                   delimiter="" size=""/> 

                    </token>                                     

                </tokens> 

             

            </element_format> 

            <element_format  id="ProbeIDList_406_4"  

                             refToken="logEntry_DataMessage_SubMessage"  

                             delimiter=""> 

           

                <tokens isIterative="false" > 

                    <token >  

                        <token_hex name="WCDMA Cell Type" noToken="1"  

                                   delimiter="" size="" print="true"/> 

                    </token> 

                    <token >  

                        <token_hex name="Primary Scrambling Code"  

                                   noToken="2" delimiter=""  

                                   size="" print="true"/> 

                    </token>     

                    <token >  

                        <token_hex name="CPICH RSCP" noToken="1"  

                                   delimiter="" size="" print="true"/> 

                    </token> 

                    <token >  

                        <token_hex name="CPICH Ec/N0" noToken="1"  

                                   delimiter="" size="" print="true"/> 

                    </token> 

                    <token >  

                        <token_hex name="Pathloss" noToken="1"  

                                   delimiter="" size="" print="true"/> 

                    </token>                                     

                </tokens> 

             

            </element_format> 

             

            <element_format  id="ProbeIDList_406_5"  

                             refToken="logEntry_DataMessage_SubMessage"  

                             delimiter=""> 

           

                <tokens isIterative="false" > 

                    <token >  

                        <token_hex name="UARFCN" noToken="2"  

                                   delimiter="" size="" print="true"/> 

                    </token> 

                    <token >  

                        <token_hex name="RSSI" noToken="1" delimiter=""  

                                   size="" print="true"/> 

                    </token>     

                    <token >  

                        <token_hex name="optionals" noToken="-1"  
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                                   delimiter="" size="" print="true"/> 

                    </token> 

                                                         

                </tokens> 

             

            </element_format>    

                     

      </sublist> 

      <sublist listName="ProbeIDList_405" refValue="405"  

               refToken="logEntry_DataMessage_IEI"> 

            <values> 

                0 

                1 

                2 

                3 

            </values> 

            <element_format  id="ProbeIDList_405_0"  

                             refToken="logEntry_DataMessage_SubMessage"  

                             delimiter=" " > 

           

                <tokens isIterative="false" > 

                    <token >  

                        <token_hex name="CellID" noToken="2"  

                                   delimiter="" size=""  

                                   print="true"/> 

                    </token> 

                    <token >  

                        <token_hex name="ScramblingCode"  

                                   noToken="2" delimiter=""  

                                   size="" print="true"/> 

                    </token> 

                    <token >  

                        <token_hex name="TransportChannel"  

                                   delimiter="" size=""  

                                   print="true"/> 

                    </token> 

                    <token >  

                        <token_string name="MessageData" isASNencoded="true"  

                                      delimiter="" noToken="-1"  

                                      size="" print="true"/> 

                    </token>                                 

                </tokens> 

             

            </element_format> 

      </sublist> 

       

    </list> 

  </acceptable_token_value_lists> 
 

   

  <netwrok_entities> 

    <entity name="UE"/> 

    <entity name="AccessNetwork"/> 

    <nt_message name="terminatingConversationalCall"  

                toEntity="UE" fromEntity="AccessNetwork"  

                token="logEntry_DataMessage_SubMessage_MessageData"  

                value="terminatingConversationalCall" startProcedure=""> 

        <expectedMessages> 
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            rrcConnectionRequest-terminatingConversationalCall 

        </expectedMessages>          

        <rules> 

            <rule>  

                <expiryTime  

                time="300" refToken="logEntry_UETimeStamp"  

                expectedMessage="rrcConnectionRequest-

terminatingConversationalCall"/> 

            </rule> 

        </rules> 

     </nt_message>                           

                         

    <nt_message name="rrcConnectionRequest-terminatingConversationalCall"  

                toEntity="AccessNetwork" fromEntity="UE"  

                reponseFor="terminatingConversationalCall"  

                token="logEntry_DataMessage_SubMessage_MessageData"  

                value="rrcConnectionRequest-terminatingConversationalCall" > 

        <expectedMessages> 

            rrcConnectionSetup 

        </expectedMessages>          

        <rules> 

            <rule>  

                <expiryTime time="300" refToken="logEntry_UETimeStamp"  

                            expectedMessage="MMSMSERVICEREQUEST"/> 

            </rule> 

            <rule>  

                <expiryTime time="300" refToken="logEntry_UETimeStamp"  

                            expectedMessage="rrcConnectionSetup"/> 

            </rule> 

        </rules> 

     </nt_message>   

                         

    <nt_message name="rrcConnectionSetup" toEntity="UE"  

                fromEntity="AccessNetwork"  

                reponseFor="rrcConnectionRequest-terminatingConversationalCall"  

                token="logEntry_DataMessage_SubMessage_MessageData"  

                value="rrcConnectionSetup" endProcedure=""> 

        <expectedMessages> 

            rrcConnectionSetupComplete 

        </expectedMessages>          

        <rules> 

            <rule>  

                <expiryTime time="300" refToken="logEntry_UETimeStamp"  

                            expectedMessage="rrcConnectionSetupComplete"/> 

            </rule> 

        </rules> 

    </nt_message> 

    <nt_message name="rrcConnectionSetupComplete" toEntity="AccessNetwork"  

                fromEntity="UE"  

                reponseFor="rrcConnectionSetup"  

                token="logEntry_DataMessage_SubMessage_MessageData"  

                value="rrcConnectionSetupComplete" endProcedure=""> 

        <expectedMessages> 

            initialDirectTransfer-originatingConversation 

        </expectedMessages>          

        <rules> 

            <rule>  

                <expiryTime time="300" refToken="logEntry_UETimeStamp"  
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                            expectedMessage="initialDirectTransfer-

originatingConversation"/> 

            </rule> 

        </rules> 

    </nt_message> 

     

    <nt_message name="initialDirectTransfer-originatingConversation"  

                toEntity="UE" fromEntity="AccessNetwork"  

                reponseFor="rrcConnectionSetupComplete"  

                token="logEntry_DataMessage_SubMessage_MessageData"  

                value="initialDirectTransfer-originatingConversation"  

                endProcedure=""> 

        <expectedMessages> 

            securityModeCommand 

        </expectedMessages>          

        <rules> 

            <rule>  

                <expiryTime time="300" refToken="logEntry_UETimeStamp"  

                            expectedMessage="securityModeCommand"/> 

            </rule> 

        </rules> 

    </nt_message> 

    <nt_message name="securityModeCommand"  

                toEntity="UE" fromEntity="AccessNetwork"  

                reponseFor="initialDirectTransfer-originatingConversation"  

                token="logEntry_DataMessage_SubMessage_MessageData"  

                value="securityModeCommand" endProcedure=""> 

        <expectedMessages> 

            securityModeComplete 

        </expectedMessages>          

        <rules> 

            <rule>  

                <expiryTime time="300"  

                            refToken="logEntry_UETimeStamp"  

                            expectedMessage="securityModeComplete"/> 

            </rule> 

        </rules> 

    </nt_message> 

    <nt_message name="securityModeComplete" toEntity="AccessNetwork"  

                fromEntity="UE"  

                reponseFor="securityModeCommand"  

                token="logEntry_DataMessage_SubMessage_MessageData"  

                value="securityModeComplete" endProcedure=""> 

        <expectedMessages> 

            downlinkDirectTransfer-IDENTITY-REQ 

        </expectedMessages>          

        <rules> 

            <rule>  

                <expiryTime time="300" refToken="logEntry_UETimeStamp"  

                            expectedMessage="downlinkDirectTransfer-IDENTITY-

REQ"/> 

            </rule> 

        </rules> 

    </nt_message> 

    <nt_message name="downlinkDirectTransfer-IDENTITY-REQ"  

                toEntity="UE" fromEntity="AccessNetwork"  

                reponseFor="securityModeComplete"  

                token="logEntry_DataMessage_SubMessage_MessageData"  
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                value="downlinkDirectTransfer-IDENTITY-REQ" endProcedure=""> 

        <expectedMessages> 

            uplinkDirectTransfer-IDENTITY-RESPONSE 

        </expectedMessages>          

        <rules> 

            <rule>  

                <expiryTime time="300" refToken="logEntry_UETimeStamp"  

                            expectedMessage="uplinkDirectTransfer-IDENTITY-

RESPONSE"/> 

            </rule> 

        </rules> 

    </nt_message> 

    <nt_message name="uplinkDirectTransfer-IDENTITY-RESPONSE"  

                toEntity="AccessNetwork" fromEntity="UE"  

                reponseFor="downlinkDirectTransfer-IDENTITY-REQ"  

                token="logEntry_DataMessage_SubMessage_MessageData"  

                value="uplinkDirectTransfer-IDENTITY-RESPONSE" endProcedure=""> 

        <expectedMessages> 

            downlinkDirectTransfer-SETUP 

        </expectedMessages>          

        <rules> 

            <rule>  

                <expiryTime time="300" refToken="logEntry_UETimeStamp"  

                            expectedMessage="downlinkDirectTransfer-SETUP"/> 

            </rule> 

        </rules> 

    </nt_message> 

    <nt_message name="downlinkDirectTransfer-SETUP" toEntity="UE"  

                fromEntity="AccessNetwork"  

                reponseFor="uplinkDirectTransfer-IDENTITY-RESPONSE"  

                token="logEntry_DataMessage_SubMessage_MessageData"  

                value="downlinkDirectTransfer-SETUP" endProcedure=""> 

        <expectedMessages> 

            uplinkDirectTransfer-CALL-CONFIRMED 

        </expectedMessages>          

        <rules> 

            <rule>  

                <expiryTime time="300" refToken="logEntry_UETimeStamp"  

                            expectedMessage="uplinkDirectTransfer-CALL-

CONFIRMED"/> 

            </rule> 

        </rules> 

    </nt_message> 

    <nt_message name="uplinkDirectTransfer-CALL-CONFIRMED"  

                toEntity="AccessNetwork" fromEntity="UE"  

                reponseFor="downlinkDirectTransfer-SETUP"  

                token="logEntry_DataMessage_SubMessage_MessageData"  

                value="uplinkDirectTransfer-CALL-CONFIRMED" endProcedure=""> 

        <expectedMessages> 

            radioBearerSetup 

        </expectedMessages>          

        <rules> 

            <rule>  

                <expiryTime time="300" refToken="logEntry_UETimeStamp"  

                            expectedMessage="radioBearerSetup"/> 

            </rule> 

        </rules> 

    </nt_message> 
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    <nt_message name="radioBearerSetup" toEntity="UE"  

                fromEntity="AccessNetwork"  

                reponseFor="uplinkDirectTransfer-CALL-CONFIRMED"  

                token="logEntry_DataMessage_SubMessage_MessageData"  

                value="radioBearerSetup" endProcedure=""> 

        <expectedMessages> 

            radioBearerSetupComplete 

        </expectedMessages>          

        <rules> 

            <rule>  

                <expiryTime time="300" refToken="logEntry_UETimeStamp"  

                            expectedMessage="radioBearerSetupComplete"/> 

            </rule> 

        </rules> 

    </nt_message> 

    <nt_message name="radioBearerSetupComplete" toEntity="AccessNetwork"  

                fromEntity="UE"  

                reponseFor="radioBearerSetup"  

                token="logEntry_DataMessage_SubMessage_MessageData"  

                value="radioBearerSetupComplete" endProcedure=""> 

        <expectedMessages> 

            uplinkDirectTransfer-ALERTING 

        </expectedMessages>          

        <rules> 

            <rule>  

                <expiryTime time="300" refToken="logEntry_UETimeStamp"  

                            expectedMessage="uplinkDirectTransfer-ALERTING"/> 

            </rule> 

        </rules> 

    </nt_message> 

    <nt_message name="uplinkDirectTransfer-ALERTING" toEntity="AccessNetwork"  

                fromEntity="UE" reponseFor="radioBearerSetupComplete"  

                token="logEntry_DataMessage_SubMessage_MessageData"  

                value="uplinkDirectTransfer-ALERTING" endProcedure=""> 

        <expectedMessages> 

            uplinkDirectTransfer-CONNECT 

        </expectedMessages>          

        <rules> 

            <rule>  

                <expiryTime time="3000" refToken="logEntry_UETimeStamp"  

                            expectedMessage="uplinkDirectTransfer-CONNECT"/> 

            </rule> 

        </rules> 

    </nt_message> 

     

    <nt_message name="uplinkDirectTransfer-CONNECT"  

                toEntity="AccessNetwork" fromEntity="UE"  

                reponseFor="uplinkDirectTransfer-ALERTING"  

                token="logEntry_DataMessage_SubMessage_MessageData"  

                value="uplinkDirectTransfer-CONNECT" endProcedure=""> 

        <expectedMessages> 

            downlinkDirectTransfer-CONNECT-ACK 

        </expectedMessages>          

        <rules> 

            <rule>  

                <expiryTime time="300" refToken="logEntry_UETimeStamp"  

                            expectedMessage="downlinkDirectTransfer-CONNECT-

ACK"/> 
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            </rule> 

        </rules> 

    </nt_message> 

    <nt_message name="downlinkDirectTransfer-CONNECT-ACK" toEntity="UE"  

                fromEntity="AccessNetwork"  

                reponseFor="uplinkDirectTransfer-CONNECT"  

                token="logEntry_DataMessage_SubMessage_MessageData"  

                value="downlinkDirectTransfer-CONNECT-ACK" endProcedure=""> 

        <expectedMessages> 

            downlinkDirectTransfer-DISCONNECT 

        </expectedMessages>          

        <rules> 

            <rule>  

                <expiryTime time="-1" refToken="logEntry_UETimeStamp"  

                            xpectedMessage="downlinkDirectTransfer-DISCONNECT"/> 

            </rule> 

        </rules>   

    </nt_message> 

    <nt_message name="downlinkDirectTransfer-DISCONNECT" toEntity="UE"  

                fromEntity="AccessNetwork"  

                reponseFor="downlinkDirectTransfer-CONNECT-ACK"  

                token="logEntry_DataMessage_SubMessage_MessageData"  

                value="downlinkDirectTransfer-DISCONNECT" endProcedure=""> 

    </nt_message> 

  </netwrok_entities> 

   

  <procedures> 

      <procedureFilters> 

        mobileTerminatedCall 

        <!-- rrcConnectionSetup-mobileTerminated 

        directTransfer  -->    

      </procedureFilters> 

      <procedure name="mobileTerminatedCall" > 

            <pElement type="0" > 

                <message name="terminatingConversationalCall"/> 

            </pElement> 

            <pElement type="1"> 

                <subProcedure name="rrcConnectionSetup-mobileTerminated"/> 

            </pElement>   

            <pElement type="0"> 

                <message name="downlinkDirectTransfer-IDENTITY-REQ"/> 

            </pElement> 

            <pElement type="0"> 

                <message name="uplinkDirectTransfer-IDENTITY-RESPONSE"/> 

            </pElement> 

            <pElement type="0"> 

                <message name="downlinkDirectTransfer-SETUP"/> 

            </pElement> 

            <pElement type="0"> 

                <message name="uplinkDirectTransfer-CALL-CONFIRMED"/> 

            </pElement> 

             <pElement type="0"> 

                <message name="radioBearerSetup"/> 

            </pElement> 

            <pElement type="0"> 

                <message name="radioBearerSetupComplete"/> 

            </pElement> 

            <pElement type="0"> 
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                <message name="uplinkDirectTransfer-ALERTING"/> 

            </pElement> 

            <pElement type="0"> 

                <message name="uplinkDirectTransfer-CONNECT"/> 

            </pElement> 

            <pElement type="0"> 

                <message name="downlinkDirectTransfer-CONNECT-ACK"/> 

            </pElement> 

            <pElement type="0"> 

                <message name="downlinkDirectTransfer-DISCONNECT"/> 

            </pElement> 

         

      </procedure> 

      <procedure name="rrcConnectionSetup-mobileTerminated"> 

       

         <pElement type="0"> 

            <message name="rrcConnectionRequest-terminatingConversationalCall"/> 

        </pElement> 

        <pElement type="0"> 

            <message name="rrcConnectionSetup"/> 

        </pElement> 

        <pElement type="0"> 

            <message name="rrcConnectionSetupComplete"/> 

        </pElement> 

        <pElement type="1"> 

            <subProcedure name="directTransfer"/> 

        </pElement> 

 

      </procedure> 

      <procedure name="directTransfer"> 

        <pElement type="2"> 

                <conditional> 

                    <ifOption messageName="test1"> 

                        <pElement type="0"> 

                            <message name="test1"/> 

                        </pElement> 

                         

                    </ifOption> 

                    <ifOption messageName="test2"> 

                        <pElement type="0"> 

                            <message name="test2"/> 

                        </pElement> 

                    </ifOption> 

                     

                    <ifOption messageName="initialDirectTransfer-

originatingConversation"> 

                        <pElement type="0"> 

                            <message name="securityModeCommand"/> 

                        </pElement> 

                    </ifOption> 

                </conditional> 

        </pElement> 

        <pElement type="0"> 

            <message name="securityModeComplete"/> 

        </pElement> 

      </procedure> 

  </procedures> 
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</c:logformat> 

 

 

 

8.2.2 Informal Log File Description File 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<c:logformat xmlns:c="http://www.neava.se/loganalyzer"  

             xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"  

             xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.neava.se/loganalyzer  

             ../schema/LogAnalyzer.xsd "> 

  <message delimiter="\t" id="logEntry" size="" > 

    <tokens isIterative="false" > 

     

        <token> 

            <token_string name="UETimeStamp"  

                          print="true"  

                          delimiter=""/> 

        </token> 

        <token> 

            <token_sub_string delimiter=" "  

                              id="DataMessage" > 

                <tokens isIterative="false">  

                    <token> 

                        <token_string acceptable_value_list="ComponentList"  

                                      delimiter="" name="ComponenetName" /> 

                    </token> 

                    <token> 

                        <token_string  acceptable_value_list="informationList"  

                                       name="Information"  

                                       size="" delimiter="" /> 

                    </token> 

                    <token> 

                        <token_string name="SFN"  

                                      delimiter=""  

                                      acceptable_value_list=""/> 

                    </token> 

                    <token> 

                        <token_string acceptable_value_list="PhyList"  

                                      name="PHY" delimiter="" /> 

                    </token> 

                    <token> 

                        <token_string acceptable_value_list="StateList"  

                                      name="STATE"  

                                      delimiter="" /> 

                    </token> 

                    <token> 

                        <token_string acceptable_value_list="StateName"  

                                      name="STATEName"  

                                      delimiter=""  

                                      print="true"/> 

                    </token> 
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                </tokens> 

            </token_sub_string> 

        </token> 

    </tokens> 

  </message> 

  <acceptable_token_value_lists> 

     

    <list listName="ComponentList" refValue="" > 

      <values> 

         NS_PHY_CT 

      </values> 

    </list> 

     

    <list listName="informationList"> 

         <values> 

            I:+ 

         </values> 

    </list> 

     

    <list listName="PhyList"> 

         <values> 

            PHY 

         </values> 

    </list> 

     

    <list listName="StateList"> 

         <values> 

            State: 

         </values> 

    </list> 

     

    <list listName="StateName"> 

         <values> 

            WAIT_FOR_ACTIVATION 

            STANDBY_INITIAL 

            STANDBY_MEASURING 

            CONNECTED_DEDICATED 

            CONNECTED_COMMON 

            DRX_COMMON 

            <!-- INITIALIZING --> 

         </values> 

    </list> 

  </acceptable_token_value_lists> 

   

  <netwrok_entities> 

    <entity name="PowerOn"/> 

    <entity name="WaitForActivation"/> 

    <entity name="StandByInitial"/> 

    <entity name="StandByMeasuring"/> 

     

      

    <nt_message name="WaitForActivation"  

                toEntity="WaitForActivation"  

                fromEntity="PowerOn"  

                token="logEntry_DataMessage_STATEName"  

                value="WAIT_FOR_ACTIVATION"  

                startProcedure=""> 

        <expectedMessages> 
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            STANDBY_INITIAL 

        </expectedMessages>          

        <rules> 

            <rule>  

                <expiryTime time="300"  

                            refToken="logEntry_TimeString_UETimeStamp"  

                            expectedMessage="STANDBY_INITIAL"/> 

            </rule> 

        </rules> 

     </nt_message>                           

                         

    <nt_message name="StandByInitial"  

                toEntity="StandByInitial"  

                fromEntity="WaitForActivation"  

                reponseFor="WaitForActivation"  

                token="logEntry_DataMessage_STATEName"  

                value="STANDBY_INITIAL" > 

        <expectedMessages> 

            StandByMeasuring 

        </expectedMessages>          

        <rules> 

            <rule>  

                <expiryTime time="300"  

                            refToken="logEntry_TimeString_UETimeStamp"  

                            expectedMessage="MMSMSERVICEREQUEST"/> 

            </rule> 

            <rule>  

                <expiryTime time="300"  

                            refToken="logEntry_TimeString_UETimeStamp"  

                            expectedMessage="StandByMeasuring"/> 

            </rule> 

        </rules> 

     </nt_message>   

                         

    <nt_message name="StandByMeasuring"  

                toEntity="StandByMeasuring"  

                fromEntity="StandByInitial"  

                reponseFor="StandByInitial"  

                token="logEntry_DataMessage_STATEName"  

                value="STANDBY_MEASURING"  

                endProcedure=""> 

        <expectedMessages> 

            DRX_COMMON 

            CONNECTED_COMMON 

            CONNECTED_DEDICATED 

        </expectedMessages>          

        <rules> 

            <rule>  

                <expiryTime time="300"  

                            refToken="logEntry_TimeString_UETimeStamp"  

                            expectedMessage="rrcConnectionSetupComplete"/> 

            </rule> 

        </rules> 

    </nt_message> 

     

    <nt_message name="DRX-COMMON"  

                toEntity="StandByMeasuring"  

                fromEntity="StandByInitial"  
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                reponseFor="StandByInitial"  

                token="logEntry_DataMessage_STATEName"  

                value="DRX_COMMON"  

                endProcedure=""> 

        <expectedMessages> 

            rrcConnectionSetupComplete 

        </expectedMessages>          

        <rules> 

            <rule>  

                <expiryTime time="300"  

                            refToken="logEntry_TimeString_UETimeStamp"  

                            expectedMessage="rrcConnectionSetupComplete"/> 

            </rule> 

        </rules> 

    </nt_message> 

     

    <nt_message name="CONNECTED-DEDICATED"  

                toEntity="StandByMeasuring"  

                fromEntity="StandByInitial"  

                reponseFor="StandByInitial"  

                token="logEntry_DataMessage_STATEName"  

                value="CONNECTED_DEDICATED"  

                endProcedure=""> 

        <expectedMessages> 

            rrcConnectionSetupComplete 

        </expectedMessages>          

        <rules> 

            <rule>  

                <expiryTime time="300"  

                            refToken="logEntry_TimeString_UETimeStamp"  

                            expectedMessage="rrcConnectionSetupComplete"/> 

            </rule> 

        </rules> 

    </nt_message> 

    <nt_message name="CONNECTED-COMMON"  

                toEntity="StandByMeasuring"  

                fromEntity="StandByInitial"  

                reponseFor="StandByInitial"  

                token="logEntry_DataMessage_STATEName"  

                value="CONNECTED_COMMON"  

                endProcedure=""> 

        <expectedMessages> 

            rrcConnectionSetupComplete 

        </expectedMessages>          

        <rules> 

            <rule>  

                <expiryTime time="300"  

                            refToken="logEntry_TimeString_UETimeStamp"  

                            expectedMessage="rrcConnectionSetupComplete"/> 

            </rule> 

        </rules> 

    </nt_message> 

  </netwrok_entities> 

   

  <procedures> 

      <procedureFilters> 

        PowerOn1  

      </procedureFilters> 
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      <procedure name="PowerOn" > 

            <pElement type="0" > 

                <message name="WaitForActivation"/> 

            </pElement> 

            <pElement type="1"> 

                <subProcedure name="StandByInitial1"/> 

            </pElement> 

      </procedure>   

     <procedure name="StandByInitial1"> 

            <pElement type="0" > 

                <message name="StandByInitial"/> 

            </pElement>   

            <pElement type="1"> 

                <subProcedure name="StandByMeasuring1"/> 

            </pElement> 

      </procedure>    

      <procedure name="StandByMeasuring1"> 

            <pElement type="0" > 

                <message name="StandByMeasuring"/> 

            </pElement> 

            <pElement type="2" > 

                <conditional> 

                    <ifOption messageName="DRX-COMMON"> 

                         <pElement type="0"> 

                            <message name="CONNECTED-COMMON"/> 

                         </pElement> 

                         <pElement type="0"> 

                            <message name="CONNECTED-DEDICATED"/> 

                         </pElement> 

                    </ifOption> 

                    <ifOption messageName="CONNECTED-COMMON"> 

                         <pElement type="0"> 

                                <message name="CONNECTED-DEDICATED"/> 

                         </pElement> 

                    </ifOption> 

                </conditional> 

            </pElement> 

      </procedure>   

      <procedure name="PowerOn" > 

            <pElement type="0" > 

                <message name="WaitForActivation"/> 

            </pElement> 

            <pElement type="1"> 

                <subProcedure name="StandByInitial"/> 

            </pElement> 

      </procedure> 

      <procedure name="StandByInitial"> 

            <pElement type="0" > 

                <message name="StandByInitial"/> 

            </pElement>   

            <pElement type="1"> 

                <subProcedure name="StandByMeasuring"/> 

            </pElement> 

      </procedure> 

      <procedure name="StandByMeasuring"> 

            <pElement type="0" > 

                <message name="StandByMeasuring"/> 

            </pElement> 
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            <pElement type="1" > 

                <subProcedure name="DRX-Common"/> 

            </pElement> 

             <pElement type="0"> 

                    <message name="CONNECTED-DEDICATED"/> 

             </pElement> 

      </procedure> 

      <procedure name="DRX-Common" > 

            <pElement type="0" > 

                <message name="DRX-COMMON"/> 

            </pElement> 

            <pElement type="0" > 

                <message name="CONNECTED-COMMON"/> 

            </pElement>   

      </procedure> 

      <procedure></procedure> 

  </procedures> 

   

</c:logformat> 

8.2.3 Description File Schema Framework 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"  

        targetNamespace="http://www.neava.se/loganalyzer"  

        xmlns:c="http://www.neava.se/loganalyzer"> 

         

    <element name="logformat" > 

         <complexType> 

           <sequence> 

                <element name="message"  

                         type="c:message_format"/> 

                <element name="acceptable_token_value_lists"  

                         type="c:lists"/> 

                <element name="netwrok_entities"  

                         type="c:nt_entity"/> 

                <element name="procedures"  

                         type="c:procedures"/> 

            </sequence> 

         </complexType> 

    </element> 

     

    <complexType name="message_format"> 

        <sequence> 

            <element name="tokens"  

                     type="c:tokens"/> 

        </sequence> 

        <attribute name="delimiter"  

                   type="string"> 

            <annotation> 

                <documentation> 

                if no delimiter is defined it means  

                consider whole string as one string  

                and in addition to above remove all 

                the white spaces from the string 

                if its ASN encoded string 

                </documentation> 
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            </annotation> 

        </attribute>             

        <attribute name="size" type="string"> 

            <annotation> 

                <documentation> 

                Name of token to whom string size depends 

                upon valid for sub-messages 

                </documentation> 

            </annotation> 

        </attribute> 

        <attribute name="id" type="string"> 

            <annotation> 

                <documentation> 

                Unique name of this message format 

                as this format will be used to identify  

                sub-messages format which will be defined 

                under list-elements 

                </documentation> 

            </annotation> 

        </attribute> 

        <attribute name="refToken" type="string"> 

            <annotation> 

                <documentation> 

                used only for list element-message  

                format which will be defined under  

                list-elements, the name of token will 

                be defined somewhere in global message 

                format or its sub messages format  

                </documentation> 

            </annotation> 

        </attribute> 

    </complexType> 

    <complexType name="tokens"> 

        <sequence>  

            <element maxOccurs="unbounded"  

                     minOccurs="0"  

                     name="token"  

                     type="c:type"/> 

        </sequence> 

        <attribute name="isIterative"  

                   type="boolean"/> 

    </complexType> 

    <complexType name="type"> 

        <choice>  

            <element name="token_boolen"> 

                <complexType> 

                    <attribute name="name"  

                               type="string"/> 

                    <attribute name="acceptable_value_list"  

                               type="string"/> 

                    <attribute name="print"  

                               type="boolean"  

                               default="false"/> 

                </complexType> 

            </element> 

            <element name="token_string"> 

                <complexType> 

                    <attribute name="name"  
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                               type="string"/> 

                    <attribute name="size"  

                               type="string"/> 

                    <attribute name="acceptable_value_list"  

                               type="string"/> 

                    <attribute name="isASNencoded"  

                               type="boolean"/> 

                    <attribute name="noToken"  

                               type="int"> 

                        <annotation> 

                            <documentation> 

                            this attribute will tell how many 

                            number of token this string/message  

                            consists of i.e. No of tokens to consume. 

                            This is different than 'size' attribute 

                            which deals with defined tokens to refer.  

                            This attribute thus can be used for constant 

                            number of tokens if this value is set to '-1' 

                            then consume all rest of the token   

                            </documentation> 

                             

                        </annotation> 

                    </attribute> 

                    <attribute name="delimiter"  

                               type="string"  

                               use="required"> 

                        <annotation> 

                            <documentation> 

                            This delimiter will only be used if  

                            'size' or 'noToken' is defined and  

                            will be placed between the two tokens 

                            while concatenation. 

                            </documentation> 

                        </annotation> 

                    </attribute> 

                    <attribute name="willTokenize"  

                               type="boolean"  

                               default="false"> 

                        <annotation> 

                            <documentation> 

                            Set to 'true' if this string will further 

                            be tokenized but depends upon other  

                            attributes which are still not resolved. 

                            Thus it's a marker to let parser know that  

                            you need to resolve it later. Most likely  

                            the format of this string is defined in List 

                            and reference to this token name exists under 

                            the list.  

                            </documentation> 

                        </annotation> 

                    </attribute> 

                    <attribute name="print"  

                               type="boolean"  

                               default="false"/> 

                </complexType> 

            </element> 

            <element name="token_long"> 

                <complexType> 
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                    <attribute name="name"  

                               type="string"/> 

                    <attribute name="acceptable_value_list"  

                               type="string"/> 

                    <attribute name="isTimeStamp"  

                               type="boolean"  

                               default="false"/>  

                    <attribute name="noToken"  

                               type="int"> 

                        <annotation> 

                            <documentation> 

                            this attribute will tell how  

                            many number of token this string/message  

                            consists of i.e. No of tokens to consume.  

                            This is different than 'size' attribute 

                            which deals with defined tokens to refer.  

                            This attribute thus can be used for constant 

                            number of tokens if this value is set to '-1'  

                            then consume all rest of the token   

                            </documentation> 

                        </annotation> 

                    </attribute> 

                    <attribute name="print"  

                               type="boolean"  

                               default="false"/> 

                </complexType> 

            </element> 

            <element name="token_int"> 

                <complexType> 

                    <attribute name="name"  

                               type="string"/> 

                    <attribute name="acceptable_value_list"  

                               type="string"/> 

                    <attribute name="noToken"  

                               type="int"> 

                        <annotation> 

                            <documentation> 

                            this attribute will tell how many number 

                            of token this string/message consists of  

                            i.e. No of tokens to consume. This is different 

                            than 'size' attribute which deals with defined 

                            tokens to refer. This attribute thus can be used 

                            for constant number of tokens 

                            if this value is set to '-1' then consume 

                            all rest of the token   

                            </documentation> 

                        </annotation> 

                    </attribute> 

                    <attribute name="print" type="boolean" default="false"/> 

                </complexType> 

            </element> 

            <element name="token_hex"> 

                <complexType> 

                    <attribute name="name" type="string"/> 

                 

                    <attribute name="size" type="string" /> 

                     

                    <attribute name="acceptable_value_list" type="string"/> 
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                    <attribute name="isASNencoded" type="boolean"/> 

                    <attribute name="noToken" type="int"> 

                        <annotation> 

                            <documentation> 

                            this attribute will tell how many number 

                            of token this string/message  

                            consists of i.e. No of tokens to consume.  

                            This is different than 'size' attribute 

                            which deals with defined tokens to refer.  

                            This attribute thus can be used for constant 

                            number of tokens if this value is set to '-1' 

                            then consume all rest of the token   

                            </documentation> 

                        </annotation> 

                    </attribute> 

                    <attribute name="delimiter" type="string" use="required"> 

                        <annotation> 

                            <documentation> 

                            This delimiter will only be used if 'size' 

                            or 'noToken' is defined and will be placed 

                            between the two tokens while concatenation. 

                            </documentation> 

                        </annotation> 

                    </attribute> 

                    <attribute name="willTokenize" type="boolean" 

default="false"> 

                        <annotation> 

                            <documentation> 

                            Set to 'true' if this string will further 

                            be tokenized but depends upon other  

                            attributes which are still not resolved.  

                            Thus it's a marker to let parser know that  

                            you need to resolve it later. Most likely  

                            the format of this string is defined in List 

                            and reference to this token name exists under the 

list.  

                            </documentation> 

                        </annotation> 

                    </attribute> 

                    <attribute name="print" type="boolean" default="false"/> 

                </complexType> 

            </element> 

            <element name="token_sub_string" type="c:message_format"/> 

        </choice> 

    </complexType> 
 

    <complexType name="lists"> 

        <sequence> 

            <element name="list" type="c:myList" minOccurs="0"  

                     maxOccurs="unbounded"></element> 

        </sequence> 

    </complexType> 

    <complexType name="myList"> 

     

        <sequence> 

            <element name="values" type="c:values"/> 

            <element name="sublist" type="c:myList" minOccurs="0"  

                     maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
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            <element name="element_format" type="c:message_format"  

                     minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 

        </sequence> 

         

        <attribute name="listName" type="string" use="required"/> 

         

        <attribute name="refValue" type="string" use="optional"> 

            <annotation> 

                <documentation> 

                only for sublist element which will be used to  

                refer to parent list element and is must for them.  

                If not specified we need to add support to identify 

                this element in the parent list values if not present 

                will have no effect 

                </documentation> 

            </annotation> 

        </attribute> 

         

        <attribute name="refToken" type="string" use="optional"> 

            <annotation> 

                <documentation> 

                only for sublist element, All the values 

                defined under this list will be considered 

                for a particular token 

                </documentation> 

            </annotation> 

        </attribute> 

    </complexType> 

 

    <simpleType name="values"> 

        <list itemType="string"/> 

    </simpleType> 

     

    <complexType name="nt_entities" > 

        <sequence> 

            <element name="nt_entity" type="c:nt_entity"  

                     minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 

            <element name="nt_message" type="c:message"/> 

        </sequence> 

    </complexType>   

     

    <complexType name="nt_entity" > 

     

        <sequence> 

            <element name="entity" type="c:fn_entity"  

                     minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 

            <element name="nt_message" type="c:message"   

                     minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 

        </sequence> 

         

        <attribute name="name" type="string"> 

            <annotation> 

                <documentation>name of the entity</documentation> 

            </annotation> 

        </attribute>             

    </complexType> 

    <complexType name="fn_entity" > 

        <sequence> 
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            <element name="fn_entity" type="c:fn_entity"  

                     minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 

            <element name="fn_message" type="c:message"   

                     minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 

        </sequence> 

        <attribute name="name" type="string"> 

            <annotation> 

                <documentation>name of the entity</documentation> 

            </annotation> 

        </attribute> 

         

    </complexType> 

    <complexType name="message" > 

        <sequence> 

            <element name="expectedMessages" type="c:expectedMessages"  

                     minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"> 

                <annotation> 

                    <documentation> 

                    List of the expected messages which 

                    are required as a response against this message 

                    </documentation> 

                </annotation> 

            </element>  

            <element name="rules"  

                     type="c:rules" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/> 

        </sequence> 

        <attribute name="name" type="string"> 

            <annotation> 

                <documentation>name of the message</documentation> 

            </annotation> 

        </attribute> 

        <attribute name="token" type="string"> 

            <annotation> 

                <documentation>name of the token it depends</documentation> 

            </annotation> 

        </attribute> 

        <attribute name="value" type="string"> 

            <annotation> 

                <documentation> 

                the value of the token to be recognized  

                as this message type;  

                this value should be unique to each message type 

                </documentation> 

            </annotation> 

        </attribute> 

        <attribute name="reponseFor" type="string"> 

            <annotation> 

                <documentation> 

                Name of the message against which  

                this message is response for 

                </documentation> 

            </annotation> 

        </attribute> 

        <attribute name="fromEntity" type="string"> 

            <annotation> 

                <documentation> 

                source entity this message  

                is sent 
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                </documentation> 

            </annotation> 

        </attribute> 

        <attribute name="toEntity" type="string"> 

            <annotation> 

                <documentation> 

                destination entity this message is received  

                </documentation> 

            </annotation> 

        </attribute> 

        <attribute name="endProcedure" type="string"> 

            <annotation> 

                <documentation> 

                This message is the last message where procedure 

                with this name ends up. 

                Procedure name is defined in the procedure sections. 

                </documentation> 

            </annotation> 

        </attribute> 

        <attribute name="startProcedure" type="string"> 

            <annotation> 

                <documentation> 

                This message is the first message 

                where procedure with this name starts up. 

                Procedure name is defined in the procedure sections. 

                </documentation> 

            </annotation> 

        </attribute>         

    </complexType> 

     

    <complexType name="procedures"> 

     

        <sequence > 

            <element name="procedureFilters" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" > 

                <simpleType> 

                    <list itemType="string"/> 

                </simpleType> 

            </element> 

            <element name="procedure" minOccurs="1"  

                     maxOccurs="unbounded" type="c:procedure"/>      

        </sequence> 

         

    </complexType> 

    <complexType name="procedure"> 

     

        <sequence > 

            <element name="pElement" minOccurs="0"  

                     maxOccurs="unbounded" type="c:pElement"/> 

        </sequence> 

        <attribute name="name" type="string"> 

            <annotation> 

                <documentation>name of the procedure</documentation> 

            </annotation> 

        </attribute> 

         

    </complexType> 

    <complexType name="pElement"> 

        <choice> 
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            <element name="conditional"  

                     type="c:conditionalElement"> 

            </element> 

            <element name="message"  

                     type="c:messageElement"></element> 

            <element name="subProcedure"  

                     type="c:subProcedureElement"></element> 

        </choice> 

        <attribute name="type" type="int"> 

            <annotation> 

                <documentation> 

                procedure type, three type are supported  

                "message=0"|"procedure=1"|"conditional=2"  

                </documentation> 

            </annotation> 

        </attribute> 

    </complexType> 

    <complexType name="conditionalElement"> 

        <sequence> 

            <element name="ifOption" type="c:ifOption"  

                     maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 

        </sequence> 

    </complexType> 

    <complexType name="optionalElement"> 

         

        <attribute name="name" type="string"> 

            <annotation> 

                <documentation> 

                name of the message as defined under entities 

                and their supported messages 

                </documentation> 

            </annotation> 

        </attribute>  

         

    </complexType> 

    <complexType name="ifOption"> 

        <annotation> 

                <documentation> 

                Requires to check the different possibilities 

                usage as if condition.  

                It will be resolved to 'pElement'  

                of type 'message' in the source code 

                </documentation> 

        </annotation> 

        <sequence> 

            <element name="pElement"  

                     type="c:pElement"  

                     minOccurs="1"  

                     maxOccurs="unbounded" /> 

        </sequence> 

         

        <attribute name="messageName"  

                   type="string"> 

            <annotation> 

                <documentation> 

                name of the message as found in 'optional' element. 

                At this stage requires a comparison which option it is. 

                </documentation> 
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            </annotation> 

        </attribute>  

         

    </complexType> 

    <complexType name="messageElement"> 

         

        <attribute name="name" type="string"> 

            <annotation> 

                <documentation> 

                reference name of message which of the format  

                entities->nt-entity->message|entities->nt_entity->fn_entity 

                use the name as in combination with '_'  

                so that its easy to locate the entity where  

                this message us defined. 

                If not defined it means it's at the parent level 

                 </documentation> 

            </annotation> 

        </attribute> 

         

    </complexType> 

    <complexType name="subProcedureElement"> 

         

        <attribute name="name" type="string"> 

            <annotation> 

                <documentation> 

                name of the procedure as defined under 'procedures'  

                </documentation> 

            </annotation> 

        </attribute> 

         

    </complexType> 

    <complexType name="procedureMessage"> 

     

        <attribute name="name" type="string"> 

            <annotation> 

                <documentation> 

                name of the message as defined under entities  

                and their supported messages 

                </documentation> 

            </annotation> 

        </attribute> 

         

    </complexType> 

    <simpleType name="expectedMessages"> 

        <list itemType="string"/> 

    </simpleType> 

    <complexType name="rules"> 

        <sequence> 

            <element name = "rule" minOccurs="1"  

                     maxOccurs="unbounded" type = "c:rule"/> 

        </sequence> 

    </complexType> 

    <complexType name="rule"> 

        <choice> 

            <element name="expiryTime" type="c:expiryTimeRule"/> 

        </choice> 

    </complexType> 

    <complexType name="expiryTimeRule"> 
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        <attribute name="time" type="long"> 

            <annotation> 

                <documentation> 

                The amount of time in ms a timer will expire;  

                this is the waiting time for response to come 

                if time value is '-1'; means that there is no constraint 

                for next message like duration of the call which can vary 

                </documentation> 

            </annotation> 

        </attribute> 

         

        <attribute name="refToken" type="string"> 

            <annotation> 

                <documentation> 

                token name whose value will be checked 

                </documentation> 

            </annotation> 

        </attribute> 

         

        <attribute name="expectedMessage" type="string"> 

            <annotation> 

                <documentation> 

                Name of the expected message to which 

                this rule will be applied 

                </documentation> 

            </annotation> 

        </attribute> 

    </complexType> 

</schema> 

 

 


